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We show how to construct a large class of quantum error-correcting codes, known as Calderbank-
Steane-Shor codes, from highly entangled cluster states. This becomes a primitive in a protocol that foliates
a series of such cluster states into a much larger cluster state, implementing foliated quantum error
correction. We exemplify this construction with several familiar quantum error-correction codes and
propose a generic method for decoding foliated codes. We numerically evaluate the error-correction
performance of a family of finite-rate Calderbank-Steane-Shor codes known as turbo codes, finding that
they perform well over moderate depth foliations. Foliated codes have applications for quantum repeaters
and fault-tolerant measurement-based quantum computation.
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Quantum error correction is critical to building practical
quantum-information processors (QIPs). In an influential
series of papers, Raussendorf and co-workers described a
measurement-based approach to fault-tolerant quantum
processing using highly entangled cluster states, defined
on a 3D lattice [1–4]. Raussendorf’s 3D cluster state can be
visualized as a foliation of Kitaev’s surface code [5,6], i.e.,
a sequence of 2D surface-code “sheets,” stacked together to
form a 3D lattice. This is evident in Ref. [1], where it is
shown that measuring the “bulk” qubits of a 3D cluster state
leaves the two logical surface-code qubits encoded in the
boundary faces in an entangled Bell pair.
Raussendorf’s 3D cluster gained prominence for its high
fault-tolerant computational error thresholds ≲1%. It has
applications in various QIP tasks, including long-range
entanglement sharing, in which surface-code cluster states
are created at regularly spaced local nodes, which are
linked by medium-range optical channels into a 3D cluster
state [7]. It is capable of fault-tolerant, measurement-based
quantum computation, using an elegant geometric con-
struction that braids defects in the interior of the 3D cluster
state to produce robust Clifford gates. Universality is
afforded by magic state injection and distillation [3,4,8].
The robustness of Refs. [3,4] is inherited from the
underlying surface code, which has a high error-correction
threshold ∼11% [6,9–11]. The surface code has large
distance and zero rate (in regards to the asymptotic ratio
of the number of logical and physical qubits), reflecting the
trade-off between distance and rate in two spatial dimen-
sions [12]. It is natural to ask how to adapt the foliated
structure of Refs. [1,2] to use other underlying codes that
could achieve a higher encoding rate.
Another motivation for our work is recent fault-tolerant
schemes that produce a universal gate set by code defor-
mation and code switching [13–15]. Extending code
foliation to codes that circumvent magic state distillation
[8] may produce cluster states with a lower resource
overhead for fault-tolerant measurement-based QIPs.
In this Letter we show that all Calderbank-Steane-Shor
(CSS) codes can be clusterized, meaning that they can be
derived, using single-qubit measurements, from a larger
cluster state [16,17] defined over the code qubits plus
additional ancilla qubits. We use this fact to develop our
main result: generalizing Raussendorf’s 3D lattice to a
foliation of any clusterized CSS code. This is a larger
cluster state comprising alternating copies of a clusterized
CSS code and its dual. We demonstrate this construction for
some familiar CSS codes and present a general decoding
algorithm for foliated codes, utilizing the underlying code’s
decoder. Finally, we apply the construction to a family of
finite-rate CSS codes called turbo codes [18,19], and
present Monte Carlo simulations of the error-correction
performance of foliated turbo codes.
Background.—CSS code stabilizer generators are
classified into two sets: SZ∈fI;Zg⊗n and SX∈fI;Xg⊗n,
where Z and X denote the Pauli matrices [20]. An ½½n; k; d
CSS code satisfies k ¼ n − ðjSXj þ jSZjÞ. We write a
stabilizer in SZ as Z~b≡ ⊗~b Zbj for some binary vector
~b ¼ ðb1; b2;…; bnÞwith bj ¼ 1 if qubit j is in the stabilizer
Z~b, and bj ¼ 0 otherwise, i.e., ~b is a row of the code’s
parity-check matrix, BZ. Similarly, a stabilizer in SX is
given by X~c for some binary list ~c. The associated dual code
is derived from the primal code by exchanging X and Z
operators in the stabilizer generators, X↔Z.
A cluster state is defined on a collection of qubits located
at the vertices of a graph [16,17,21]. A qubit at vertex v is
associated with a cluster stabilizer Cv ¼ Xvð⊗N v ZÞ≡
XvZN v , acting on it and its neighbors, N v. The cluster
state is the þ1 eigenstate of the Cv’s.
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Clusterized CSS codes.—An ½½n; k; d CSS code can be
generated from a larger progenitor cluster state, i.e.,
clusterized. The progenitor cluster is simply the cluster
state associated with the Tanner graph of SZ [22], i.e., a
bipartite graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ whose vertices V are labeled by
code qubits j, or ancilla qubits a, each associated with a
stabilizer ZN a ∈ SZ, so that jVj ¼ nþ jSZj. E contains the
graph edge ða; jÞ if ½BZa;j ¼ 1. We now show that a code
state of the CSS code is obtained by measuring the ancilla
qubits of the progenitor cluster in the X basis.
In the above definition, the cluster stabilizer associated
with ancilla a is Ca ¼ XaZN a . Measurement of a in the X
basis with outcome 1 projects adjacent code qubits onto
an eigenstate of the code stabilizer ZN a ∈ SZ. Thus, SZ is
generated by ancilla measurements.
Because SX and SZ mutually commute, the progenitor
cluster is also an eigenstate of the generators in SX. To see
this, take an element X~c ∈ SX and consider the product of
cluster stabilizers centered at each code qubit cj ∈ ~c, given
by C~c≡ ⊗~c Ccj ¼⊗~c ðXcjZN cj Þ. The neighborhood, N cj ,
of the code qubit cj consists only of ancilla. The code
stabilizer X~c ¼⊗~c Xcj has an even overlap with any Z-like
stabilizer, Z~ba (which is generated by measurement of
ancilla a in the X basis). It follows that the intersection of ~c
and ~ba has an even number of qubits. Any ancilla qubit a
thus appears in the product ⊗~c Ccj an even number of
times, so ⊗a∈N cj Za ¼⊗a∈N cj Ia, and C~c ¼ X~c. Thus, SX
is generated by cluster stabilizers.
The same argument implies that logical X operators of
the CSS code (which are products of local X operators that
commute with SZ) are also generated by cluster stabilizers.
It follows that ancilla measurements project the cluster state
onto a logical X code state.
The surface code [5] exemplifies the relationship between
a CSS code and a progenitor cluster state. Starting from the
cluster state defined on the lattice shown in Fig. 1(c), and
measuring the ancilla qubits (the red squares) in the X basis
results in a new state on the remaining code qubits (the blue
circles) which is stabilized by the surface-code plaquette
operators, e.g., Z2Z4Z5Z7 ∈ SsurfZ , and vertex operators,
e.g., X4X6X7X9 ∈ SsurfX . It is, therefore, a code state of the
surface code [23].
Other examples of clusterized CSS codes are shown
in Fig. 1(a) for Steane’s seven-qubit code [24], for which
SSteaneZ ¼ fZ1Z2Z6Z7; Z2Z3Z4Z7; Z4Z5Z6Z7g (which is
also a minimal example of the color code [25,26]), and
Fig. 1(b) for Shor’s nine-qubit code [27,28], for which
SShorZ ¼ fZ1Z2; Z2Z3; Z4Z5; Z5Z6; Z7Z8; Z8Z9g.
The examples in Fig. 1 illustrate the fact that X
measurements of the ancilla qubits project out code
stabilizers in SZ, while each stabilizer in SX comes “for
free” simply by considering products of Cj ’s acting on the
corresponding code qubits, and noting that these products
act trivially on the ancilla qubits. For example, in the Steane
code cluster of Fig. 1(a), it is straightforward to check
that C1C2C6C7 ¼ X1X2X6X7 ∈ SSteaneX .
Foliated codes.—Raussendorf’s 3D cluster state con-
struction [1–4], Fig. 2(c), can be viewed as a foliation of
the surface-code cluster state shown in Fig. 1(c). Alternating
sheets of the primal surface-code cluster state and its dual are
stacked together [29], with additional cluster bonds (the
green lines) extending between code qubits in each sheet and
the corresponding code qubits in the adjacent dual sheets.
We now generalize this construction to arbitrary CSS
codes. Take an alternating stack of sheets of clusterized
primal and dual codes, and link the sheets together by
creating additional cluster bonds between primal code
qubits in a given sheet, m, and the corresponding dual
code qubits in the adjacent sheets, m 1. We call this a
foliated code. The number of layers, L, in the foliated
construction counts the number of primal-dual sheet pairs,
so that 1 ≤ m ≤ 2Lþ 1.
Figure 2(a) shows the example of a foliated Steane code
(which is self-dual, so the primal and dual sheets are
identical). Figure 2(b) shows the foliated Shor code, for
which primal and dual clusters are different. One can
readily verify that this definition preserves the key feature
of Rausendorf’s construction: measuring the bulk qubits
and the boundary ancilla qubits leaves the two boundary
sheets in an encoded Bell state [1]. Because this feature
enables fault-tolerant measurement-based quantum com-
putation and long-range entanglement sharing, our gener-
alization has immediate applications in these settings,
offering additional flexibility in the choice of code.
Errors.—Errors may arise during construction of the
cluster or storage of the qubits, or during single-qubit
measurement. In the error models that we consider,
preparation and measurement errors can be mapped onto
possibly correlated storage errors [9]. Furthermore, after
the cluster is created, since we perform single-qubit X
measurements, X errors do not affect the measurement
outcome; only Z errors on the final foliated cluster act
nontrivially. We note that X errors during cluster con-
struction are equivalent to correlated Z errors in the final
cluster [9,10]. This asymmetry between the X and Z errors
is a consequence of the asymmetry in the definition of the
FIG. 1. Examples of progenitor clusters for clusterized CSS
codes. (a) Clusterized Steane code. (b) Clusterized Shor code.
(c) Clusterized surface code. Code qubits (the blue circles) are
connected by cluster bonds (the black lines) to ancilla qubits
(the red squares). An X-basis measurement of ancilla ak projects
neighboring code qubits onto an eigenstate of ⊗N ak Z ∈ SZ.
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cluster stabilizers. Correlated or asymmetric errors may
also arise in specific applications, such as long-range
repeaters where internode quantum transmission errors
are much worse than those within a node, which can be
mitigated by a suitable choice of code [30].
Parity-check operators.—Errors in the foliated cluster
are detected by parity-check operators: a Z error will
flip one or more parity checks, giving a nontrivial error
syndrome for the foliated cluster. Importantly, the
parity-check measurement outcomes can be inferred from
sets of single-qubit X measurements.
Each parity-check operator is associated with a CSS code
stabilizer within a code sheet. To construct a parity-check
operator, consider the CSS code stabilizer X~c;m ∈ SX, in
sheet m of a foliated cluster state. The product of foliated
cluster stabilizers centered on each of the code qubits
indicated by ~c is C~c;m ¼ X~c;mZN ~c;m ¼ Z~c;m−1X~c;mZ~c;mþ1.
The dual code sheets, m 1, each have a cluster stabilizer
Ca~c;m1 ¼ Xa~c;m1Z~c;m1 centered on an ancilla qubit a~c
associated with ~c. Thus, Pˆ~c;m ≡ Ca~c;m−1C~c;mCa~c;mþ1 ¼
Xa~c;m−1X~c;mXa~c;mþ1 defines a parity check for the foliated
cluster, centered on code stabilizer X~c;m. Note that parity-
check operators centered on primal sheets share no
common qubits with those centered on dual sheets.
This generalizes the construction of the parity-check
operators for Raussendorf’s 3D cubic lattice, which are
formed by products of X operators on the faces of the cubic
unit cells, as shown in Fig. 2(c) (exemplified by numbered
qubits). Parity-check operators for other foliated CSS codes
are exemplified by labeled qubits in other panels of Fig. 2.
In a non-self-dual code, such as the Shor code, primal and
dual parity-check operators may have different weights
[Fig. 2(b)].
Logical code operators within a sheet commute with the
parity-check operators. It follows that for an underlying
½½n; k; d code, there are weight-d undetected error chains
on the foliated cluster, as in Refs. [1–4,6]. Since the
structure of the code in the direction of foliation is a
simple repetition, it follows that the foliated cluster inherits
the distance of the underlying code.
Decoding.—A nontrivial error syndrome indicates the
presence of Z errors. If the error probability is sufficiently
small, the most likely class of errors can be inferred from
the syndrome with high probability, facilitating error
recovery. Small codes can be decoded by brute force,
but this is not computationally scalable in n.
There are a number of computationally efficient, near-
optimal decoders available for both the 2D surface code
and its 3D foliation, including hard decoders (which return
a specific high-likelihood error pattern) based on perfect
matching [6,9], and soft decoders (which return a proba-
bility distribution over error patterns) based on renormal-
ization methods [11,31].
Surface-code decoders naturally generalize to the 3D
Raussendorf lattice, as exemplified by matching-based
decoders. While generic CSS codes cannot typically be
efficiently decoded, many exact or heuristic decoders are
known for specific code constructions [6,11,19,32]. The
problem we address here is to use a soft decoder for
the underlying CSS code—which we presume to be
efficient—as a subroutine in a decoder for the foliated
construction. We describe a heuristic method based on
belief propagation (BP) that may work in many cases
[33,34]. We assume the existence of soft decoders for the
underlying CSS primal and dual codes, which, given a
FIG. 2. Examples of foliated, clusterized CSS codes. Code
qubits (the blue circles) share cluster bonds (the black lines) with
ancilla qubits (the red squares) in the same sheet, and with code
qubits in adjacent sheets (the green lines). (a) Foliated Steane
code. Being self-dual, primal and dual sheets are identical. The
product of cluster stabilizers centered on the numbered qubits
generates parity-check operators C1C2   C6 ¼ X1X2   X6.
(b) Foliated Shor code. This code is not self-dual, so primal
and dual sheets are different, and there are two kinds of parity-
check operators: CaCb   Ch ¼ XaXb   Xh, centered on primal
sheets, and C1C2C3C4 ¼ X1X2X3X4, centered on dual sheets.
(c) Foliated surface code [1], with parity-check operators
C1   C6 ¼ X1   X6. (d) Foliated self-dual convolutional code
with parity-check operator C1   C8 ¼ X1   X8. Stabilizers are
generated by translations of the kernel (indicated by thick edges)
across frames (here, the frame length is 3).
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physical error model, calculates the probability of a Pauli
error σ on code qubit j, PðσjjSCSSÞ, conditioned on a
syndrome, SCSS, which may itself be unreliable.
In the foliated case, consider a parity-check operator
Pˆ~c;m ¼ Xa~c;m−1X~c;mXa~c;mþ1 centered on primal sheet m.
A nontrivial syndrome can arise because of errors on code
qubits ~c within code sheet m, or due to errors on the
corresponding ancilla qubits, a~c in adjacent dual sheets
m 1. If the dual-sheet ancilla qubits were error free, then
all the parity-check failures would be due solely to in-code
qubit errors, so that the parity-check outcomes centered on
sheet m would be in direct correspondence with the CSS
code syndrome for that sheet. The code syndrome could
then be used in the CSS decoder to calculate a soft error
model on sheet m, from which an error-correction strategy
could be determined.
However, errors on the dual-sheet ancilla qubits mean
that the in-sheet syndrome passed to the CSS decoder is
itself unreliable. To account for dual-sheet ancilla errors,
we embed the CSS decoder in a BP routine as follows.
Step 1.—For each code qubit, j, in sheet m, the CSS
decoder calculates an in-sheet error model probability
distribution, Pm(σjjSm ∪ Pm1ðakÞ), subject to both the
measured code syndrome, Sm, which is derived from the
foliated parity-check operators centered on sheet m, and
an assumed error model, Pm1ðakÞ, for errors on ancilla
qubits, ak, in adjacent dual sheets.
Step 2.—Using the result of step 1 we fix the code qubit
error model, PmðσjÞ, and calculate an error model on the
dual-sheet ancilla qubits, Pm1(akjSm1 ∪ PmðσjÞ).
Step 3.—We iterate step 1, using the result of step 2 for
Pm1ðakÞ, repeating until each error model converges.
Turbo codes.—We now consider the class of turbo codes,
which are finite-rate CSS codes with bounded-weight
stabilizers [19,33,35]. These are capable of encoding an
arbitrary number of logical qubits with a finite rate,
r ¼ k=n. Essentially, turbo codes are formed from a
concatenation of two convolutional codes: an inner code
GI and an outer code GO [32,36–38], each of which can be
decoded with soft trellis decoders [19,33,35,38,39].
Convolutional codes are defined over an ordered set of
qubits. The code stabilizers are generated by a kernel which
is repeatedly translated across frames (i.e., blocks of the
underlying physical qubits). For illustrative purposes,
Fig. 2(d) shows a foliation of three sheets of a d ¼ 3,
r ¼ 1=3, weight-6 self-dual CSS convolutional code
cluster. The code stabilizer kernel is indicated by the dark
cluster edges within a sheet. Turbo codes are conceptually
similar, albeit with more complicated Tanner graphs.
Turbo codes provide a platform for testing the foliated
construction on codes that are quite different from the
surface code. Since they are a code family, we analyze the
performance of the codes as a function of the code size
k ¼ nr and the number of foliated layers, L. A soft trellis
decoder [38,40] for the underlying code is embedded as a
subroutine in a BP decoder spanning the sheets of the
foliation. The BP decoder run time is linear in L; however,
the trellis decoder complexity is exponential in the size of
the turbo code frame length, making simulations practi-
cally slow.
Figure 3 shows the performance of a d ¼ 25, r ¼ 1=25,
self-dual foliated turbo code, based on Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of errors. As noted earlier, X errors on the foliated
cluster commute with parity-check measurements. Thus,
for our simulations we assume a phenomenological error
model in which uncorrelated Z errors are distributed
independently across the cluster with rate p. The decoder
performance is quantified in terms of both the word error
rate (WER), which is the probability of one or more errors
across all k encoded qubits, and the bit error rate (BER),
which is the probability of an error in each of the encoded
qubits.
For each L, there is a threshold error rate around p ∼ 2%,
below which the code performance improves with code
length (up to at least 160 encoded logical qubits per code
sheet), consistent with pseudothreshold behavior seen in
turbo codes [19]. As L increases, the threshold decreases,
more pronouncedly for theWER than the BER. The range of
k and L that we can simulate is limited by computational
time, so we cannot explore the asymptotic performance
for large L’s. Nevertheless, numerics indicate that foliated
turbo codes perform quitewell formoderate depth foliations.
We note that the foliated construction transforms a
clusterized code into a fault-tolerant resource state, but
with a consequent reduction in threshold. This is seen in
Fig. 3 and in Raussendorf’s construction, in which the
fault-tolerant threshold ≲1% is smaller than the ∼11%
threshold for the surface code on which it is based.
FIG. 3. Numerical performance results for a foliated r ¼ 1
25
,
d ¼ 25 turbo code, for different numbers of foliated layers, L
(rows). Different colors correspond to different code sizes,
k ¼ nr; shading indicates 1σ. A layer consists of a primal
code sheet and a dual code sheet [see Fig. 2(d)]. Word error rate
(the left column) counts any errors across all k logical qubits. Bit
error rate (right column) counts the failure rate per logical qubit.
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The ∼1% threshold observed for foliated surface codes is
obtained by scaling the code distance d and the foliation
depth L together. Here, the code distance is fixed at d ¼ 25,
which is responsible for the observed decreasing value of
the pseudothreshold with an increasing L.
Our main motivation for studying turbo codes is to
demonstrate the foliated construction and BP decoder in
an extensible, finite-rate code family. Practically, these and
other finite-rate codes may have applications in fault-
tolerant quantum repeater networks [7,41], where local
nodes create optimal clusterized codes to reduce resource
overheads or error tolerance [42].
In conclusion, we have shown how to clusterize arbitrary
CSS codes. We have shown how to foliate clusterized
codes, generalizing Raussendorf’s 3D foliation of the
surface code. We have described a generic approach to
decoding errors that arise on the foliated cluster using an
underlying soft decoder for the CSS code as a subroutine in
a BP decoder, and we have applied it to error correction
by means of a foliated turbo code. This construction may
have applications where codes with a finite rate are useful,
such as long-range quantum repeater networks.
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